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Summary of Findings 

 Nineteen of 21 sources who commented expect Constellation 

Brands Inc.’s (STZ) beers to continue to outperform the market. 

 The remaining two sources said Constellation will maintain share. 

 Sources from each silo said Constellation’s Modelo brands in 

particular are gaining significantly in popularity and market share. 

 All 17 sources in the distributor, retail business and industry 

specialist silos said canned beer has become more popular and 

that Constellation’s canned versions of Corona and Modelo 

Especial should benefit from this trend. Bar sources still view 

bottled beer as king in their establishments. 

 Industry specialist sources believe cans—which are lighter, less 

breakable, and easily recycled—will boost Constellation’s presence 

in convenience stores, especially if customers respond well to its 

new packaging and large single sizes. 

 Sources from each silo said the craft beer scene has exploded and 

that these breweries are increasingly adopting cans. 

 In a partnership with Mobee, we found Constellation beer brands 

were the most in stock at Kroger, but Walmart and Safeway had 

the most Constellation beer brand facings. Corona Extra, Corona 

Light and Modelo were the primary Constellation brands, and 

Corona Extra and Modelo had the most store facings. Modelo was 

Constellation’s top in-store canned beer. Corona Extra had the 

most shelf space in 7.56% of all visited stores, and held dominant 

shelf space mostly in Walmart and Safeway. 
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Research Question: 

Will Constellation Brands’ beer brands continue to outperform the market, or have they 

plateaued? 

Silo Summaries 

1) Distributors 
All five sources believe Constellation Brands’ beers, in 

particular its Modelo line, will continue to outperform 

the market and gain share. Cans are growing in 

popularity, and Constellation is positioned to reap the 

benefits with its early March release of the revamped 

Corona cans. Craft beers also are increasingly moving 

to cans. Cans come with lower shipping costs, allow 

less light to enter the beer, and are permitted in more 

places than bottles. 

 

2) Retail Businesses 
Five of these seven sources expect Constellation 

Brands’ growth to continue in the beer market. The 

remaining two sources expects its growth rate to be that 

of the general beer market. All seven sources expect 

canned beer’s sales and popularity to increase further. 

One source said canning is even becoming popular at 

microbreweries, and another source’s sales of cans 

have increased 10%. Six sources said Constellation is 

gaining share, while the seventh source said imports 

and craft beers are outperforming domestic beer 

growth. Two sources said Modelo sales have spiked, 

and one expects more TV ads for the brand in the next 

six months. Four said craft beers continue to become 

more popular. One expects to beer companies to raise 

prices in the next six months. 

 

3) Bars 
Four of eight sources commented on Constellation’s 

growth in the beer market, which they expect to 

continue. Six sources said bars still prefer to sell bottles 

rather than cans, but the remaining source said Corona 

and Modelo should both see strong can sales. Another 

said cans in general have grown in popularity year to 

year. Six reported greater share for Mexican beers, 

particularly Modelo and Corona, and five said craft 

beers’ popularity has been the biggest change in the 

industry. 

 

4) Industry Specialists 
All five sources expect Constellation’s beers to continue 

to grow and to become more popular at the expense of 

large U.S. brands. Cans also are gaining in popularity, 

particularly on convenience store shelves, and 

consumers are becoming more aware of the possible 

quality issues with glass bottled beer. Even more craft 

breweries are adopting canning. All five sources see 

growth in craft beers, particularly among millennials. 

mailto:sjk@blueshiftideas.com
http://www.cbrands.com/our-brands/beer
http://www.getmobee.com/
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Background 

Following five quarters of at least double-digit sales increases, Constellation Brands saw its growth slow into the single digits 

in the third quarter. However, Constellation impressed Wall Street by once again beating its revenue and earnings estimates, 

driven by its beer sales, specifically Modelo Especial, Corona Extra and Modelo Especial Chelada, and raised its guidance for 

the entire year. Earlier Constellation developments include its forming a joint venture with Owens-Illinois Inc. (OI) to expand 

capacity for glass bottle manufacturing and an increased push to market its Corona brand in cans. Constellation contends it is 

uniquely positioned in the U.S. beer market, where overall sales dropped 1.9% in 2013. 

 

Constellation’s fastest growing beer brand, Modelo Especial, hit a milestone earlier in the year when it beat out Heineken N.V. 

(AMS:HEIA/HINKY) for the No. 2 imported beer spot in the United States. Modelo and Corona are being adopted as the beers 

of choice among the United States’ Latino community. Although Modelo has not advertised in English, it also is gaining ground 

in the non-Latino market, especially among millennials. Constellation is significantly increasing canning capacity and has 

been complementing the move with a media campaign for Corona Extra cans. The company plans to price the revamped 

Corona Extra cans the same as its bottles and will launch them early next month. 

 

Constellation’s has been criticized as taking on too much debt in order to fund acquisitions. In the years that the company did 

not make major acquisitions, its top line fell. Constellation may face branding challenges as the craft beer movement builds. 

Also, some Corona fans are not too enthused about drinking it from a can. 

 

 

Current Research 
Blueshift Research assessed whether Constellation Brands’ Mexican beers can continue to outperform the market and if the 

company is positioned to benefit from the movement toward canned beer. We employed our pattern mining approach to 

establish six independent silos, comprising 25 primary sources, 170 big-box store visits conducted by Mobee, and five 

relevant secondary sources focused on the rising popularity of cans and Constellation’s Modelo brand: 

1) Distributors (5) 

2) Retail businesses (7) 

3) Bars (8) 

4) Industry specialists (5) 

5) Mobee data set (170 big-box and grocery stores) 

6) Secondary sources (5) 

 

 

Next Steps 

Blueshift Research will follow sales for Constellation’s Modelo brand as well as consumer reaction to its Corona cans. 

 

 

Silos 

 

1) Distributors 
All five sources believe Constellation Brands’ beers, in particular its Modelo line, will continue to outperform the market and 

gain share. Cans are growing in popularity, and Constellation is positioned to reap the benefits with its early March release of 

the revamped Corona cans. Craft beers also are increasingly moving to cans. Cans come with lower shipping costs, allow less 

light to enter the beer, and are permitted in more places than bottles. 

 

 

 

http://news.investors.com/business/123014-732524-constellation-brands-third-quarter-earnings-preview.htm
http://www.cbrands.com/news-media/constellation-brands-and-owens-illinois-form-joint-venture-and-complete-acquisition-nava-
http://www.brewersassociation.org/statistics/national-beer-sales-production-data/
http://news.investors.com/060914-704021-constellation-brands-buy-beer-from-anheuser-busch.htm
http://news.investors.com/060914-704021-constellation-brands-buy-beer-from-anheuser-busch.htm
http://www.beveragedaily.com/Processing-Packaging/Constellation-s-can-do-attitude-Brewer-eyes-Corona-Extra-growth
http://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2014/10/30/dont-get-drunk-on-constellation-brands-stock/
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Key Silo Findings 
Research Question 

- All 5 sources see continued growth for Constellation Brands. 

Cans 

- All 5 see growth in canned distribution. 

- Benefits of cans are lower shipping costs, better preservation of the beer, and more acceptance in places like 

beaches and concerts. 

- Craft beers are increasingly moving their products to cans. 

Market Share 

- All 5 see Constellation as taking market share. 

- 2 said Modelo is growing in popularity extremely quickly. 

Changes 

- All 5 said the revamped canned version of Corona being released early March will boost sales. 

- 1 said craft beers have taken the place of imports among some consumers. 

- 1 said flavored beers are becoming more popular. 

 

 

1) General manager of a beer distributor in Colorado 

Constellation continues to grow, with its brands like Corona and Modelo outperforming the overall market and gaining 

ground among the country’s growing Latino population. Cans have become more popular and come with such benefits as 

product portability and cheaper freight and shipping costs. Constellation’s canned beers will secure more retail shelf 

space and share for the company. 

Research Question 

 “I see no end in sight. The growth of the Hispanic consumer is exploding, and Corona and Modelo are in the sweet 

spot.” 

Cans 

 “Cans are more popular, and that trend will continue. 

 “[Constellation] can continue to grow. I think offering more cans is probably a good move to make the product more 

portable.” 

 “The can for Modelo is already a done deal. It’s a foregone conclusion. Modelo’s growth has been impressive in the 

can. It is a bigger bet for Corona, but it gives them a more portable package and keeps them in line with craft.” 

 “They will continue to make and sell bottles. Cans are seasonal and better in warmer weather. I see glass bottles as 

more of a winter and holiday product because they are a little fancier.” 

 “Nevertheless, there also is a sustainability that cans offer. Glass is cheaper to make, but cans are more cost-

effective for shipping and shelving. Everyone is moving toward can packaging.” 

 “Freight on cans is cheaper. Plus, in domestic beers, the premium, above-premium and below-premium all are 

moving into cans. We are seeing 20% of brand products in bottles, roughly 60% to 70% in cans, and the balance in 

draft.” 

Market Share 

 “Whenever a brand brings new packaging to market, it is not a zero-sum game, and [Constellation] is definitely 

looking for more real estate for Corona and others on the shelf. With the move into cans, they are giving consumers 

more options.” 

 “We will see [Constellation] get more shelf space with different varieties and a package mix shift. With the new 

emphasis on packaging, we also will see an evolution toward more single-serve. There is a move from the 40-ounce 

glass bottle to 24-ounce cans. 

 “This is not a new trend by any stretch of the imagination. There is nothing trailblazing here. It is just that the 

company did not have that mix, with the exception of Modelo, so they will be redoubling their efforts. 

 “I don’t think they have more room to grow, I know they do. They are doing it right now, and basically they have been 

doing it for 15 years. They have always outpaced the general market.” 

 “All I can tell you is what I see. The consumer votes with his wallet. They continue to spend on crafts and imports.” 

Changes 
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 “If something were out there that led me to believe things would blow up, I’d probably see it. But I don’t see 

anything.” 

 “The only other thing I see out there are all the different flavored beers. They are popular, but they very definitely 

have a lifespan. But the overall category is popular. The old-time brands have slowed.” 

 “[Constellation] has been a great partner for us, and we believe that will continue.” 

 

 

2) Sales manager at a beer distributor based in Georgia 

Constellation continues to outperform the overall market. Sales for its Corona and Modelo have increased year to year 

and should continue to grow during 2015 and 2016. Cans have become more popular, and Corona’s new can packages 

and single-serve offerings are expected to result in more shelf real estate at convenience stores. Local craft beers may be 

pushed aside at C-stores to make room for Corona and Modelo cans, but the biggest loser is Heineken’s Tecate. 

Research Question 

 “They will continue to gain in popularity, and they are taking market share.” 

 “Their portfolio and products should continue to show sizable increase in sales and market share. They will continue 

to get better placement and take market share this year. I don’t anticipate any problems, and we believe brand sales 

will be up over the next couple of years.” 

Cans 

 “They previously were not in certain package genres, but they are getting into these areas now. … Overall it is a real 

positive for them.” 

 “They can pull off moving from the bottle to the can. It used to be you would go into a bar and want a longneck bottle. 

But the younger consumers … 32 years old and younger do not mind the can because they figure they are going to 

put it in a glass anyway.” 

 “We are now selling the new Corona cans. These are the 12-oz. 12-packs, 

and they have just taken off like crazy. We never sold much of the 16-ounce 

cans in this market.” 

 “The single 16-ounce has been selling in Atlanta but not as much in our 

region. But now the single 12-ounce can is available here and selling better 

in in the convenience stores here. In the take-home market, after you 

spend $5 on gas and buy a pack of cigarettes, there’s not much left, so the 

single-serve is very popular.” 

 “We have seen a pickup in sales for craft cans. Red Hare and Sierra 

Nevada are doing quite well. One beer that moved from the bottle to the 

can that is beginning to take off is from the local brewery Terrapin.” 

 “Part of the reason people are buying the cans is because a lot of venues do not allow you to bring glass bottles on 

premise.” 

Market Share 

 “They will be successful in gaining more shelf space in convenience stores with the rollout of cans. Corona and 

Modelo bottles are already on the shelf. The 6-pack, 12-pack and 18-pack bottles will remain on the shelf. Even if a 

retailer only starts by carrying 4-pack or 6-pack cans, they will make room for it but not cut back on their bottling 

offerings because the brands are so popular. The new Corona cans will take shelf space from some other brand. 

Corona is definitely taking shelf space from Tecate, which is in serious decline.” 

 “Right now every brewery out there is on the convenience store shelf, so we may see Corona cans take space away 

from the local craft beers. They also might take space from what they call the ‘progressive adult beverages’ like 

[Mark Anthony Group Inc.’s] Mike’s [Hard] Lemonade and [Diageo plc’s/DEO] Smirnoff.” 

 “If I have to pay $12 for a 12-pack, I am upset. But these kids are willing to pay $12 for a six-pack and think nothing 

about it. [Constellation] sales have increased over the last year even though the products are at a higher price 

point.” 

 “Corona and Modelo are not too expensive. They are considered super-premium and are priced as such.” 

 “[Constellation] is already growing above the general market rate. That will continue.” 

Changes 

We are now selling the new 

Corona cans. These are the 12-

oz. 12-packs, and they have 

just taken off like crazy. 

Sales Manager  

Beer Distributor Based, Georgia 

http://www.redharebrewing.com/
http://www.sierranevada.com/
http://www.sierranevada.com/
http://terrapinbeer.com/
http://www.mikeshard.com/en/age/?redirect=home
http://www.smirnoff.com/en-us/
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 “The premium lines of [Anheuser-Busch InBev S.A.’s/BUD] Bud, [SAB]Miller [plc/SBMRY] and [Molson] Coors 

[Brewing Co./TAP] are leveling out. We see Coors and other manufacturers tapping into the craft and flavored 

beverage stuff, which they have never done before.” 

 “They won’t take shelf space from the most popular crafts like [Boston Beer Co. Inc.’s/SAM] Sam Adams and Sierra 

Nevada, but they might take shelf space from local brews like Red Brick out of Atlanta and Jailhouse Ale.” 

 

 

3) Brand manager for a beer distributor in Texas 

Constellation brands such as Corona and Modelo will continue to do well, with Modelo showing unusually strong growth 

and share gains in the region. With its history of canned beer, Modelo will continue to post double-digit growth. Corona’s 

popularity as a bottled product should translate into good sales of the canned version. Still, success at retail will depend 

on the chain. 

Research Question 

 “[Constellation] has the opportunity to see growth from cans. Corona is already very popular. Modelo is very popular. 

I think the brands will continue to grow. I don’t think they have plateaued.” 

 “Modelo is one of the better performers. We believe Modelo will continue its double-digit growth year over year.” 

Cans 

 “This market is different from others. Corona cans on a small basis have grown over the years, and we have now put 

a strong focus on the packaging for the new release.” 

 “Cans have become more popular because in some instances you can take a can into certain areas or venues but 

bottles are not allowed.” 

 “Corona is very popular and has a strong image in our region. Marketed properly, the success of the bottle can 

translate into good can sales.” 

 “We are about to release the Corona can here, and I believe that will help 

the brand.” 

 “Craft beer is a very big hit, but no one has come out and gained overall 

share because of the can. We have many popular craft brands here that are 

available in a can. They have no bottle offering. Some of the most popular 

craft brands are only sold in cans, so I cannot assess or compare what the 

move from bottle to can means for Constellation.” 

 “I do believe that some of the popular craft beers that are only offered in a 

can have actually made it OK to drink beer from a can. That should bode 

well for [Constellation].’ 

 “For a long time, the perception has been that you should only drink draft from a glass or bottle. But we have one 

popular local craft, Karbach Beer, that’s been around for four or five years, and we sell a ton of the product. It is only 

available in cans and on draft. There are other local breweries, including some we don’t distribute, [that] also are 

only available in can and draft.” 

 “Here in Texas, the millennial consumers have driven the popularity of craft beer in a can. The release of the Corona 

should be a positive for [Constellation]. Will it pull consumers away from other popular crafts? I’m not sure, but it 

definitely won’t hurt the brand.” 

Market Share 

 “We have in-house analysts who look at market share, so I do not have exact numbers. I would say Modelo cans are 

very popular in our region. Has Modelo increased its overall growth and market share? Yes. But cans perform well 

because of pricing.” 

 “Corona [bottle] in the last several years has seen some growth, but it has not been great. It’s been good compared 

to its earlier years. We have seen improvements over the last three years for Corona Extra [bottle]. The majority of 

growth for Crown has come from Corona Extra.” 

 “Some chains are moving more into cans, so it may offset the bottle. I can see where there would be locations that 

have [the new cans] as an addition to the [bottles on] shelf and other locations where there is a contraction for the 

bottle and the shelf space is flat. Or there may be a remix on the shelf.” 

 “Modelo’s growth has been well above average. Corona’s growth has been a little above average. People are 

spending money on import beers.” 

Modelo’s growth has been well 

above average. Corona’s 

growth has been a little above 

average. 

Brand Manager  

Beer Distributor, Texas 

http://www.budweiser.com/
http://www.molsoncoors.com/en/Index.aspx
http://www.redbrickbrewing.com/
https://www.jailhousebrewing.com/
http://www.karbachbrewing.com/
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 “I don’t see the numbers for our company that gauge our market share. I just know the portfolio is doing sell for our 

company. We believe in the portfolio and the brands, and it represents a large part of what we do.” 

Changes 

 “I can’t speak to on-premise [bar] numbers, but as a local consumer I believe we are very fortunate because we see 

an increase in the number of available jobs. The cities here are growing. We may have lost some jobs here with the 

drop in gas prices, but it will come back. Overall the state economy is very healthy.” 

 “To my knowledge, there have been no changes at the bars. I have not seen any price differentials.” 

 “It’s no secret that our management shares a strong friendship with Constellation, and they have our support for 

growth.” 

 “They have a lot of support from us in promoting the new market strategy. I do know that the expectation is that as 

the spring and summer months draw closer, cans will do well.” 

 “[Constellation’s] Pacifico performs well here. Modelo has seen nice increases. The number of Mexican-themed 

restaurants has gone through the roof here. We expect [Constellation] to continue in a positive direction for a long 

time.” 

 

 

4) Owner of a beer distributor in Pennsylvania 

Corona and Modelo can expect continued growth. Bottles remain popular, cans are a new phenomenon for local patrons, 

while draft beer offerings have exploded, particularly from craft breweries. Corona Light, recently introduced in draft, 

likely is two years away from reaching the source’s area. Corona cans are expected to gain shelf space and market share 

at retail. Bottled Corona remains popular in bars and is priced competitively. 

Research Question 

 “It’s a great brand. I expect continued growth. They have not plateaued.” 

Cans 

 “Cans have gained in popularity. Yes, can sales are up 5% year over year, but they are starting from zero because 

cans are still new.” 

 “Cans, whether craft or imports, are in their infancy. The Modelo 24-ounce cans have not done that much business 

in my market.” 

 “I’m not sure what the consumer thinks of the 24-ounce cans. I’m not sure they are interested in a can that 

expensive. But there is nothing wrong with cans in the 12-ounce.” 

 “A lot of brands are available in cans. But when you compare to bottles, most demand in our area is still in bottles. 

There is no import or craft in a can that dominates.” 

Market Share 

 “Whether Corona gains more shelf space depends on the size of the retailers. Everyone already has Corona on the 

shelf, and I can’t see anyone taking Corona bottles off the shelf to make way for the cans. So yes, I can see 

[Constellation] getting an incremental increase with the introduction of more canned packs.” 

 “As craft grows, in some regions we see the products getting their own specialty [retail] sections. In other stores, the 

imports and the crafts are right next to each other in the same store section. So I can’t say at this point whether 

Corona will get more shelf space in some stores or not.” 

 “Generally, Corona and Heineken compete and are set at the same price. Then again, over the years we have seen 

some changes where one brand is priced higher at any given time, and the other is priced lower at any given time. 

When Corona is at parity with competitors, it does fine. When Corona is priced higher than a key competitor in this 

region, they do not do as well, and when they are priced below a competitor, they may do a little better. As long as 

Corona is marked at the same price as its competitor import, I would expect its success to continue.” 

Changes 

 “The growth of craft beer has taken a toll on imports. Imports have been hit hardest by the phenomena, but the one 

brand that is mostly unaffected is Corona. It still does well despite the growth of popularity in craft. No draft is 

gaining market share over another.” 

 “There are so many more interesting drafts out there right now. Corona Light draft has just come to market recently, 

and it is popular but Corona regular does not come in a draft. However, the Corona Light draft is not yet in our 

market, and we are probably two years away from its arrival here.” 
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 “Craft beer’s popularity has increased specifically on the draft side in our area. … The trouble is, there are not 

enough spigots to go around. In our area, craft beers represent 5% to 9% of the market sales, but they take up 30% 

to 40% of the spigots at restaurants and bars. Craft represents on average 7% of an establishment’s sales, so logic 

would dictate that they make one spigot available to craft beer. But when you go to the restaurants and bars you will 

see that if they have 10 spigots, four or five are allotted to craft. Yet it’s still only 10% of their sales. That means 

something has to come off the line.” 

 “Typically you have spigots for Bud, Miller and Coors Light beers. These are all good companies, but with the 

explosion of craft, the manager who had three spigots with one each to Bud, Coors and Miller Lite, says to himself, ‘I 

do not need three light drafts. I’ll keep one and free up two other spigots for craft.’” 

 

 

5) Director at a national beer distributor based near the Nevada/California border 

Constellation beers, including Corona, Modelo and Pacifico, will all continue to show varying degrees of growth and 

market share gains. The introduction of the updated Corona can is expected to benefit the company but will not 

necessarily lead its growth since Corona’s identity is closely tied to bottles and the can business is seasonal. Modelo 

already leads Constellation’s convenience store sales, but the new Corona cans and packages are expected to elevate C-

store growth and expand retail shelf space, without sacrificing the bottle placement. Grocery store distribution is more 

difficult because of craft beer popularity, growth and an explosion in the number of brands. Corona Light, poised to 

launch as a draft, will add to the brand’s popularity at bars. 

Research Question 

 “We are very bullish on the brands and see continued growth. Most of the brands have seen strong growth with lots 

of opportunity for it to continue.” 

 “I do believe they will continue to outpace the market. I think there is room for growth, especially with the growth in 

the Latino population.” 

 “In 2014 [Constellation] was trending 6% growth for the first half of the 

year. Their growth accelerated to 14% in the last quarter and probably 

ended up at roughly 8% for the year. Domestics lost 2% overall year to year. 

Craft accelerated, but there were so many new introductions that it is hard 

to measure.” 

Cans 

 “[Corona has] put a lot of eggs in this basket … or can.” 

 “Keep in mind our market is seasonal with skiing in the winter and outdoor 

recreation and camping in the summer. In summer, there are large benefits 

and opportunities for the can. In winter we don’t see the can business do as 

well. The Corona can should benefit the brand, but in our market I do not 

see it leading the way for overall growth, as the bottle remains popular.” 

 “Corona Extra’s 12-pack can is coming out in a couple of weeks. They have already completed the can [packaging] 

realignment [for retail shelf] with different and new graphics set to be in place by March 1. We are depleting our 

existing inventory in the old packaging in preparation.” 

 “By package realignment, I mean the packs will all look similar with the Corona blue-and-white imagery, so a white 

background with a blue crown. It will have a little more pop and brightness, but there will be symmetry.” 

 “Modelo is available in both bottle and can; the can represents the majority of sales [for Modelo], and the bottle is 

seasonal. They have the 24-pack can, but the 18-pack can is really projected to do well.” 

 “Cans are absolutely more popular, but they also are very seasonal. I don’t think people yet fully understand or see 

the benefits of the can. It chills quickly and is easy to maneuver in the hand. But many do not know that the quality 

of the liquid in the can may be better and better preserved than in a bottle. Light coming through the bottle can 

affect aging, and there is a little bit of air at the top of the neck that can damage the liquid over time. With the can, 

no light gets through and less air occurs.” 

 “The image of beer is that most people prefer the bottle but at the beach, there are more opportunities with the can 

since glass is often prohibited. Plus, this is not the same can from years ago when they had steel seams. The new 

cans are aluminum and have an inner coating to protect the liquid.” 

Cans are absolutely more 

popular, but they also are very 

seasonal. I don’t think people 

yet fully understand or see the 

benefits of the can. 

Director, National Beer Distributor 

Based near Nevada/California border 
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 “We only distribute import and craft houses and no domestic. Yes, there are craft brands that are growing and have 

grown because of the can. New Belgium Brewing is one example with Fat Tire, Ranger and Slow Ride. They still sell in 

bottles, but we have seen the craft business gain volume with cans. I think the craft brewers have a better 

understanding of the benefits of the can, and I think they have done a better job of educating the consumer.” 

 “Sierra Nevada has captured growth from its can offering. Firestone [Walker Brewing Co.] just released its can last 

week, and they have done a good job of educating the consumer.” 

 “[Constellation] has been looking for growth opportunities in the gap between the domestic can and bottle. They see 

the domestic cans doing 50% to 60% of the business. [Constellation] cans represent maybe 3% to 5%, so they see a 

tremendous opportunity for growth. Even if they capture 25% for the can, that’s a huge volume.” 

 “They will see growth with the can, but I don’t know if they can get to 50% because the brands identity is so closely 

tied to the image of the bottle.” 

Market Share 

 “[Constellation] can capture market share with the can in the convenience stores. Modelo leads in the C-store. They 

have identified growth opportunities in grocery, but business is tougher there than they have ever experienced. That 

is because craft has grown so rapidly in grocery. We used to fight with the domestics in grocery, but now it’s with 

craft and the domestic premiums. I would say they can gain shelf space in grocery, but it won’t occur as rapidly. If 

they could capture a couple of casings on the cold shelf property, it would be good. But it is hard to capture shelf 

space in an established market like ours.” 

 “[Constellation] is trying to add incremental space on the shelf so if they add four [can] packs to their existing real 

estate, they may gain two packs in incremental space while the other two packs would come from the bottle.” 

 “Grocery is a tougher segment because in the C-stores there is just not that much craft. They can capture 

incremental space more readily in the C-store than in grocery. Keep in mind that markets differ even within a state. 

Our counterpart on the other side of Nevada has a different experience with cans. It is regional.” 

 “Consumers accept the price gap.” 

 “Bud decided to buy 10 Barrel Brewing and Elysian Brewing to take 

advantage of acceleration in the craft business.” 

 “Bud was losing market share to Modelo greatly, but there is no way to 

quantify because the volume distribution of bud is so much higher.” 

 “Bud also recently introduced new brands to slow loss of market share to 

and growth of Modelo. The effort has not met with success. Anheuser-Busch 

owns Montejo and distributes it Mexico but had never before imported it. 

However, to combat Modelo, Bud introduced the Montejo brand to the U.S. 

last summer in Los Angeles. Now they are introducing it and rolling it out in 

Nevada and Arizona but without much success.” 

 “Imports like Dos Equis and Tecate [both owned by Heineken] are showing 

weakness. Modelo is taking share.” 

 “Pacifico has a great market in the Northwest. We have a lot of business with Pacifico, and it continues to grow but 

its growth is not as expansive as that of Modelo. We think it’s because Pacifico is a very regional brand in Mexico 

with breweries in Mazatlán, Guadalajara and Mexico City, so its exposure is regional. We do have a lot of Mazatlán 

tourism into Nevada so there is some transfer. But Modelo is a national brand in Mexico.” 

Changes 

 “They are introducing the [updated Corona] can in March. We expect the brand to show big increases in the can 

business over the next six months, especially as we head into the warmer months. How long will it hold? We can’t 

say. We believe it will add and accelerate growth by a couple of percentage points [this year].” 

 “We expect increased distribution and see no slowing of the brand. Corona Light has accelerated with the 

introduction of draft. Modelo has grown the most for us on-premise. Modelo does great in both the bottle and can.” 

 “We took an increase from [Constellation] in September/October. It was 45¢ per case. That is the industry standard. 

It won’t affect us overall. We saw the gap between domestic and import and also wanted to spread it out so as to 

preserve the perception of import vs. domestic.” 

 “Bud and Coors also scheduled a price increase at the same time, but they repealed theirs because they saw it as a 

growth accelerator. Coors and Bud thought people would be more inclined to buy their brands, but that did not 

happen.” 

 

 

Imports like Dos Equis and 

Tecate [both owned by 

Heineken] are showing 

weakness. Modelo is taking 

share. 

Director, National Beer Distributor 

Based near Nevada/California border 

http://www.newbelgium.com/Home.aspx
http://www.firestonebeer.com/press-room/index.php?id=44
http://www.mercurynews.com/business/ci_27261786/sale-oregon-craft-brewery-provokes-backlash
http://fortune.com/2015/01/23/anheuser-busch-buys-elysian-brewing/
http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-ab-imports-mexican-beer-20140806-story.html
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2) Retail Businesses 
Five of these seven sources expect Constellation Brands’ growth to continue in the beer market. The remaining two sources 

expects its growth rate to be that of the general beer market. All seven sources expect canned beer’s sales and popularity to 

increase further. One source said canning is even becoming popular at microbreweries, and another source’s sales of cans 

have increased 10%. Six sources said Constellation is gaining share, while the seventh source said imports and craft beers 

are outperforming domestic beer growth. Two sources said Modelo sales have spiked, and one expects more TV ads for the 

brand in the next six months. Four said craft beers continue to become more popular. One expects to beer companies to raise 

prices in the next six months. 

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Research Question 

- 5 of 7 sources said Constellation Brands will continue to grow. 

- 2 said its growth will be market rate. 

Cans 

- All 7 sources expect beer cans to grow in terms of popularity and sales. 

- 1 said can sales had increased 10%. 

- 1 said cans are even becoming more popular among microbreweries. 

Market Share 

- 6 said Constellation brands are gaining market share. 

- 1 said imports and craft beers are outperforming domestic beers. 

- 2 said Modelo sales are spiking and the beer is gaining market share. 

- 1 had no comment on market share. 

Changes 

- 4 see greater popularity for craft beer. 

- 1 expect higher beer prices in the next 6 months. 

- 1 expects more TV advertising for Modelo in the next 6 months. 

 

 

1) Floor manager of a high-end supermarket in the San Francisco Bay Area 

Corona is expected to outsell non-craft domestic beer at this local specialty market, which focuses on local, natural and 

organic foods and competes with Safeway and Whole Foods for customers. The specialty store prefers to sell Mexican 

beers in bottles, but convenience stores will gravitate toward cans, especially singles. (A nearby Safeway already was 

offering the Modelo brands in six-packs and in different single sizes.) The store has large wine section and coolers 

stacked with domestic and imported beers, including Constellation’s Corona Extra, Corona Light, Pacifico, Model 

Especial, and Negra Modelo, as well as Tecate and Dos Equis. It had five times as many shelves of crafts beers, but most 

breweries were represented by just a few brands. During the interview, two men in their 20s completely filled two 

shopping carts with cases of different craft beers and wheeled them to the register. 

Research Question 

 “We sell a lot of Corona here; it sells really well, especially in the summer. I 

expect the brand will keep growing faster than the big boys this year. I don’t 

see why it would slow down.” 

Cans 

 “Cans are definitely more popular now than a year ago though. It’s the craft 

breweries; they’re moving toward cans. If they can get it so you don’t taste 

the aluminum, that’s good.” 

 “Corona in a can just doesn’t seem as appealing. What will you do with the 

lime slice?” 

 “I’m not sure if we would want to stock the imports in cans. Our clientele 

prefers beers in bottles. It seems a little classier.” 

We sell a lot of Corona here; it 

sells really well, especially in 

the summer. I expect the brand 

will keep growing faster than 

the big boys this year. I don’t 

see why it would slow down. 

Floor Manager, High-end Supermarket  

San Francisco Bay Area 
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 “Now a convenience store would probably definitely like the [Constellation] beers in cans. You can stack it easier, 

and it won’t break. I think they’d be more likely to carry it if it was in cans, including large single cans.” 

Market Share 

 “Pacifico sells pretty well too. Negra Modelo isn’t as popular, but people who buy it swear by it. … If you like craft 

beers, you’re more likely to drink it.” 

 “In general craft beers and imports categories are doing better [than regular domestic beers].” 

 “Mexican beers are our most popular imported beers. Beers from Europe come in second. We have a couple from 

Japan and China too, but they’re not that popular.” 

Changes 

 “Since I first started working in groceries about 10 years ago, the craft beer movement was just taking off. Now it 

seems like there’s 1,000 microbreweries around here. Everywhere you look there’s another one popping up.” 

 “I don’t see any changes to the [alcohol] mix here in the next six months.” 

 

 

2) Sales manager for a convenience store chain in Tennessee 

Constellation beers are well positioned to grow at above-market rates. Corona sales have been strong, and Modelo is the 

hot brand. They are sold in the higher-end price range, where customers are less price-sensitive. Availability in cans 

should boost summer sales. 

Research Question 

 “Constellation Brands can still grow above the market rate. We’re seeing really big success for them. They have a 

bright future in front of them. Corona, in the last year, sales have been on fire. Modelo is the hot new brand, more 

the regular than the Negra Modelo. Chelada does really good, but they had distribution issues. Pacifico can possibly 

grow in larger-format stores.” 

Cans 

 “Cans for Corona are kind of weird; you think of drinking Corona in a bottle. 

Modelo is already in cans. I know Corona cans are coming out next month 

again. There is potential for more sales from cans with summer time and 

boats.” 

 “Cans are becoming a trend with the new microbrewers. More import and 

craft beers are coming out in cans. We do a pick-six with 16-ounce cans. I’m 

seeing more cans.” 

 “Sam Adams came out with cans but didn’t do too well with them.” 

Market Share 

 “Modelo sales have really been growing. It’s coming from a small base, but 

12-pack bottles are up 40% year to year from 2013 to 2014, and cans were 

up over 10%.” 

 “These brands aren’t too expensive to take market share, not at all, for either consumers or retailers. Growth trends 

are in the higher-end beers. Once you get up in the higher-price range, there’s less price-based competition. These 

beers grew up at that pricing point; you’re not going from Bud pricing to high-end pricing.” 

Changes 

 “The biggest change over the past six months has been the 16-ounce cans.” 

 “In the next six months I’m expecting to see a Modelo multipack and commercials for Modelo.” 

 

 

3) Floor employee for a large warehouse-style liquor store chain, Northern California 

Constellation’s Mexican beers are popular and will continue to outperform regular domestic beers for the rest of the year. 

Corona is the most popular, Negra Modelo is getting more recognition for its dark, rich taste, and Pacifico also sells well. 

Cans are a good alternative to bottles for certain venues, and are better at preserving the beer’s flavor. Coors, Miller and 

Budweiser are losing share to craft beers in Northern California, but Mexican imports have been largely untouched. 

Research Question 

Modelo sales have really been 

growing. It’s coming from a 

small base, but 12-pack bottles 

are up 40% year to year from 

2013 to 2014, and cans were 

up over 10%. 

Sales Manager  

Convenience Store Chain, Tennessee 

https://www.samueladams.com/promotions/sam-can
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 “Constellation brands are our best-selling Mexican beers as a group. They 

sell better than the big-boy domestic beers in this shop. I expect they will 

continue to do so for the near future—certainly the rest of the year.” 

Cans 

 “As you can see, we have [Constellation] six-packs in bottles and cans. The 

bottles still sell better here, but it depends where people are planning to 

drink the beers. Some places don’t allow bottles.” 

 “Cans do have some advantages: they’re lighter, more portable, recyclable. 

And they don’t break. Bottles still feel more elegant, but craft breweries 

favor cans and they’re changing people’s minds about them.” 

 “Bottling can change the taste of a beer. The reason Heineken has that 

skunky taste … is that it’s made in a green glass bottle where the light gets 

through. When you put it in a can, it’s going to taste different … hopefully 

better.” 

 “The trend has gone from cans to bottles to cans again.” 

Market Share 

 “Corona sells the most followed by Negra Modelo, Pacifico, then [Heineken’s] Bohemia, and then Modelo Especial. 

That’s why they’re all cold and ready to go.” 

 “Negra Modelo is getting more attention for its taste. It’s a great beer—dark and rich, like something from a 

microbrewery.” 

 “The price is right; it’s between the regular domestic beer and craft beer. 

That’s a good place to be.” 

 “We have Victoria on the shelves on the floor, along with some large-size 

singles [of other Constellation beers]. You can also find Dos Equis, Tecate 

and other imports there. They’re not as popular here.” 

 “Probably the biggest competition is from Bohemia, Carta Blanca [also 

owned by Heineken] and craft beers.” 

Changes 

 “The biggest change is the explosion of craft beers. It’s kind of exciting. 

There are new ones all the time.” 

 “Craft beers have not really hurt Mexican beers; they continue to sell well. 

But they have hurt the big boys. If you took every case of Miller and Coors 

out of the store, it wouldn’t really affect us. We would still sell a lot of beer.” 

 “I know those beers and Bud account for most beer sales around the 

country, but here in the Bay Area it’s different. They’ve lost ground here. We 

do sell those beers, but it is mostly to an older crowd: people over 50.” 

 

 

4) Store manager of a chain retail liquor store in Berkeley, CA 

This store in a low-income section attracted a steady stream of customers during our 6 p.m. visit. Negra Modelo, Modelo 

Especial, Pacifico, Corona Extra, and Corona Light are all brisk sellers, and the source expects these brands to outsell 

regular domestic brands over the next year. Constellation beers in both cans and bottles in six-packs are selling well. He 

said young, white customers favor regular domestic and craft beers. 

Research Question 

 N/A 

Cans 

 “Most customers buy six-packs, and so far bottles and cans are both selling well.” 

 “I don’t think the price has much to do with the sales of a particular beer. It’s really about taste and whether you’re 

familiar with it.” 

Market Share 

Cans do have some 

advantages: they’re lighter, 

more portable, recyclable. And 

they don’t break. Bottles still 

feel more elegant, but craft 

breweries favor cans and 

they’re changing people’s 

minds about them. 

Floor Employee, Large Warehouse-style 

Liquor Store Chain, Northern California 

Craft beers have not really hurt 

Mexican beers; they continue 

to sell well. But they have hurt 

the big boys. If you took every 

case of Miller and Coors out of 

the store, it wouldn’t really 

affect us. We would still sell a 

lot of beer. 

Floor Employee, Large Warehouse-style 

Liquor Store Chain, Northern California 
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 “The people who come in here and buy Corona and Modelo are working-class Mexican guys with no BS; they’re the 

kind of customer I want to attract. They’re just here to buy beer; they’re nice; they don’t try to shoplift or cause 

trouble. … They’re familiar with the brands from Mexico; they probably remind them of home.” 

 “The [Constellation] beers are selling fine. We sell more of them than the regular domestic beers although we do sell 

a lot of craft beers.” 

 “This neighborhood is big on Corona and Modelo, but if you went to a neighborhood without many Latinos, it might 

be a harder sell.” 

 “Dos Equis is the probably main competitor.” 

Changes 

 “San Francisco is the hub of the craft industry, and we have a great selection of craft beers.” 

 “The label on the bottles has a lot to do with whether it attracts people. Customers pay attention to things like that.” 

 

 

5) Small convenience market near a Northern California university 

Constellation beers are outselling both regular and craft domestic beers at this tiny market. Corona and Pacifico are very 

popular, and Modelo sell well too, in both six-packs and singles. Cans are good for certain situations, but bottles still are 

more popular. 

Research Question 

 “We expect that Corona, Pacifico, and the Modelo beers will keep selling better than the other beers this year.” 

Cans 

 “Modelo is cans is selling very well, especially the larger size.” 

 “Six-packs are also very popular. People like to come in on Friday nights and pick up a six-pack.” 

 “Cans are a good option because you can’t take bottles everywhere. Bottles seem a little more popular though.” 

Market Share 

 “The [Constellation] beers are definitely outselling beers like Budweiser and Coors. We carry craft beers too, but 

Corona sells better because it’s not as expensive.” 

 “Corona is very popular here. Pacifico and Modelo sell well too.” 

 “The price seems fine; no one complains about it.” 

Changes 

 “Craft beers are getting more popular.” 

 

 

6) Manager of a retail liquor store in Nashville  

Sales of Constellation’s four highlighted beers will track the market’s growth level. The greatest growth is coming from 

craft beers, especially in cans, but the craft segment is getting saturated. The store’s own beer section was cramped with 

hundreds of bottled and canned brands. The source does not expect cans to be 

source of growth for Constellation. He does get requests for kegs of Corona, 

which he cannot get. His top-selling Mexican beer is Tecate in cans, followed by 

Corona Light, Corona Extra and Modelo Especial. 

Research Question 

 “The performance of the Constellation brands will be in line with the market, 

not better than the market.” 

Cans 

 “Cans are growing by leaps and bounds.” 

 “The growth in cans comes from craft beers and the Generation Y drinkers 

who like craft beers. They like cans because they’re portable and recyclable. 

It’s easier and cheaper for independent brewers to can rather than bottle 

their beers.” 

 “Cans wouldn’t make much difference in the Constellation Brands beers’ 

shelf space here. We normally keep a 20-case display of Corona and Corona 

The growth in cans comes from 

craft beers and the Generation 

Y drinkers who like craft beers. 

They like cans because they’re 

portable and recyclable. It’s 

easier and cheaper for 

independent brewers to can 

rather than bottle their beers. 

Manager, Retail Liquor Store 

Nashville 
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Light.” 

Market Share 

 “Growth in the beer market is coming from craft beers. There’s a big market in craft beers, especially in cans. IPAs 

are an ‘in’ thing. Americans love hops.” 

 “The main competition for Constellation’s beers are all of the craft beers, which are extremely popular with 

Generation Y, 20- and 30-year-old customers.” 

 “The craft beer market is getting saturated with independent brewers all competing for shelf space.” 

 “Generation Y drinkers are willing to spend $8.99 for a six-pack of craft beer, compared to $8.69 for Corona.” 

 “Mexican beers are popular with all drinkers, not just with the Latin market. We sell the Mexican beers all year long.” 

 “Among the Mexican beers, our top seller is Tecate in cans, then Corona Light, Corona Extra and Modelo Especial.” 

 “The selection of beers turns over perhaps every six months, depending on what the distributor is selling.” 

 “I could sell Corona in kegs, but I can’t find a Corona sales rep to work with to try to get them. In the late 1990s beer 

company sales reps would come by the store every month, with T-shirts, promotional contests and to help set up 

displays. These days I’ll see a Corona rep maybe once a year, if that often.” 

 “Sam Adams reps visit the most, roughly every quarter.” 

Changes 

 “I haven’t seen any changes in the product mix, prices or quantities ordered for these brands over the past six 

months. I don’t expect to see any changes in the next six months.” 

 

 

7) Store associate for a chain convenience store in Nashville 

Constellation beers will do about as well as the market. The store sells a lot of Corona and Modelo. Latinos are the 

store’s primary consumer of Constellation beers and mostly during the warmer months. Younger customers are less 

brand-loyal. More beer overall is being sold in cans, but customers do not care about packaging. The source expects the 

distributors to raise prices soon. Distributors get equal amounts of shelf space to allocate as they like. 

Research Question 

 “Beer sales are steady. Corona is steady. They’re all selling at about the same pace. If something’s on sale or if it’s 

around a major holiday, people may buy more, but price doesn’t make much difference. We carry pretty much the 

same brands, and people buy their favorite brand.” 

Cans 

 “People drink what they want to drink. They don’t seem to care if it’s in cans or bottles.” 

 “We’re stocking more cans. The increase in the use of cans is not too extreme, maybe about 10%.” 

 “Bud Light and Coors Light do well in cans, especially the 25-ounce cans.” 

Market Share 

 “Our distributors get the same amount of shelf space, to divide as they want. If they want more space from one of 

their brands, they have to take space away from another.” 

 “Corona is the best-selling beer for Hispanic customers. Other Mexican beers and [SABMiller’s] Foster’s sell well to 

Hispanic customers.” 

 “Older Hispanic customers, in their 40s and 50s, will buy the brand of beer they like and no other. If we’re out of 

Corona, they’ll go down the street and buy it somewhere else. They won’t substitute. Younger Hispanic customers 

may try another brand.” 

 “When the weather gets cold, we sell a lot less Corona to Hispanic customers. They’re not switching to another 

brand; they’re not buying beer.” 

Changes 

 “I haven’t seen changes in Corona and Modelo sales in the past six months.” 

 “In the next six months, I do expect for prices to go up. It’s a yearly thing. Prices generally go up, although beer can 

go on sale from time to time.” 

 “Seasonal Sam Adams beers do well. Seasonal beers in general [like pumpkin spice beers] do well.” 

 

 

 

 

http://www.fostersbeer.com/
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3) Bars 
Four of eight sources commented on Constellation’s growth in the beer market, which they expect to continue. Six sources 

said bars still prefer to sell bottles rather than cans, but the remaining source said Corona and Modelo should both see 

strong can sales. Another said cans in general have grown in popularity year to year. Six reported greater share for Mexican 

beers, particularly Modelo and Corona, and five said craft beers’ popularity has been the biggest change in the industry. 

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Research Question 

- 4 sources who commented believe Constellation will continue to grow. 

- 4 had no comment. 

Cans 

- 6 said convenience stores are better suited than bars for selling cans. 

- 1 said Corona and Modelo should be able to sell well in cans. 

- 1 said cans are more popular and growing in popularity compared with a year ago. 

Market Share 

- 6 reported strength in Mexican beers. 1 said Modelo is selling well while 3 reported good demand for Corona. 

- 1 said Constellation will outperform the market. 

- 1 said Corona sales have flattened while craft brew sales have grown. 

Changes 

- 5 cited the growing popularity of craft beers as the biggest change in the industry. 

 

 

1) Chevy’s bartender in Northern California 

Constellation’s Mexican beers will continue to outperform the market this year. Corona Extra is the best-selling beer at 

this Chevy’s location, where the bar was crowded during our Tuesday evening visit. Pacifico and the Modelo beers also 

sell better than the competition. Constellation’s beers are priced well. 

Research Question 

 “Constellation Brands will continue to outperform the market.” 

Cans 

 “We don’t have cans here, just bottles and tap. But I think convenience stores would prefer cans because they don’t 

break. You always see beer cans in displays there.” 

 “Craft beers started this thing with cans, but bars still prefer bottles or draft.” 

Market Share 

 “Corona is king here. It’s the big seller. Pacifico, Modelo Especial and Negra Modelo sell really well too. These are the 

top brands. Based on what I’m seeing , they will definitely outsell the other beers again this year.” 

 “By Corona I mean Corona Extra. Not that many people here order Corona Light.” 

 “Dos Equis also sells well but not as much as the others.” 

 “We don’t sell Victoria because people don’t like the bitter taste. It’s just too bitter.” 

 “[Constellation] beers are priced right, for sure. We sell most of our beers on tap for $3.99 a glass.” 

Changes 

 “We’re carrying a few more craft beers now, and some people love them. But to me, as far as drinks go, our blended 

margarita is the best.” 
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2) Bartender for an upscale Mexican restaurant and bar in Northern California 

Negra Modelo, Pacifico and Heineken’s Bohemia sell well, especially to Latino customers. They did not outperform craft 

beer, however, which is unsurprising given only the latter was available in pitchers. The source favors beers on tap for 

bars but supports cans for their ability to keep beer fresh. Cans would help Constellation Brands in convenience stores if 

not in bars. 

Research Question 

 N/A 

Cans 

 “Bottles look better in bars, but there are a lot of good reasons to use cans. 

They keep the light out so the beer can stay fresher longer, and they’re 

more recyclable.” 

 “If Negra Modelo and Pacifico are in cans, they can probably get more shelf 

space in convenience stores.” 

Market Share 

 “Negra Modelo and Pacifico are very popular beers here, and Bohemia is 

too. They don’t sell better than the craft beers, but it’s kind of an unfair 

comparison since we don’t have them on tap.” 

 “Latinos are more likely to order Pacifico and Negra Modelo. Negra Modelo 

is especially good, I think. It has a very rich flavor.” 

 “We just have craft beers from local microbreweries on tap. Usually people order a couple of pitchers for the whole 

table.” 

Changes 

 “Craft beer and microbreweries are so big in California; it’s really gratifying to be part of a movement toward a local 

economy.” 

 

 

3) Mikey Moreno, Bartender for a California bar and grill 

Constellation’s Mexican beers will outperform the market again this year since Corona drinkers are unlikely to switch over 

to craft beers. Corona is the source’s best-selling Mexican beer. Cans should help Constellation get into supermarkets 

and convenience stores. Overall, craft beers have stirred up excitement about beer that shows no signs of letting up. 

Research Question 

 “There’s a pretty good chance of [Constellation outperforming market this year]. The Corona drinker is not one who 

will readily convert over to a craft beer.” 

Cans 

 “I balk at cans [for the bar]. When I see Modelo in cans, I associate it with a 

guy drinking it out of a paper bag in the park. It’s not elegant.” 

 “But there are good reasons to use cans: There’s less permeation, they’re 

easier to chill, and they’re more recyclable. I don’t see why Corona and 

Modelo can’t succeed [with cans].” 

 “I do think it would give [Constellation] an edge at convenience stores and 

off-premises. Cans are safer and more portable, and if you drop a six-pack, 

they probably won’t break.” 

 “As for cans overall, it depends what demographic they’re shooting for. 

People in their 20s may like cans; anybody over 35 doesn’t like them.” 

Market Share 

 “It’s a working man’s crowd here at the bar. We have some guys who’ll put away 15 Coronas over the course of an 

evening; they’ll eat, watch the game, make a night of it. At only 4.5%-and-change alcohol, you can drink a lot of 

Coronas. The craft beers are about 2% higher, so the guys watching the game generally want a lower-alcohol beer.” 

 “At the bar we have Corona Extra and Pacifico. We have Pacifico in a 32-ounce bottle, and it sells pretty well with 

people who’ve been to Mexico and Baja.” 

Bottles look better in bars, but 

there are a lot of good reasons 

to use cans. They keep the light 

out so the beer can stay fresher 

longer, and they’re more 

recyclable. 

Bartender, Upscale Mexican 

Restaurant & Bar, Northern California 

Beer is such a hot thing right 

now. … There are small 

breweries opening up 

everywhere. It’s really having a 

revival. 

Bartender, Upscale Mexican 

Restaurant & Bar, Northern California 
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 “Guys here working on the Coast Guard or at the boatyards prefer a light beer.” 

 “Corona and Pacifico sell better in summer.” 

 “[Constellation’s] brands are not too expensive; they’re priced right. They’re priced right in the middle between beers 

[like Budweiser] and craft beers.” 

 “We sell a couple cases of Corona a week.” 

 “Our best-selling Mexican beers are Corona, Pacifico and Carta Blanca. We don’t have any Modelos, though I’ve 

considered it, and no Victoria. Corona sells so well as opposed to the others that it doesn’t seem worth the real 

estate to stock the others.” 

Changes 

 “Beer is such a hot thing right now. … There are small breweries opening up everywhere. It’s really having a revival.” 

 “The mix is steady [at the bar]; it hasn’t really changed over the last six months and I don’t foresee big changes in 

the next year.” 

 “We have regular beer, imports, and craft beers. Craft beers probably make up 60% of my liquor sales, especially on 

top. Tap beer is better, fresher. … Anything I put on tap sells like crazy.” 

 

 

4) Bartender for a San Francisco Bay Area bar 

This trendy bar features only local craft beers as well as wine and cocktails. The young bartender did not know whether 

Constellation beers would outperform the market again this year, but she described them as popular, affordable brands. 

She also said Corona and Model should do well in cans. 

Research Question 

 N/A 

Cans 

 “Cans are good for the beach, picnics and retail. In bars people tend to lean toward bottles, although we do have a 

couple of craft beers in cans.” 

 “I don’t see why Corona and Negra Modelo couldn’t sell a lot of beer in cans, especially because Corona 

advertisements have always featured beaches.” 

 “The [Constellation] brands are not too pricey. Craft beers are more expensive, and they are selling well. It’s just that 

we want to support local breweries. These guys work so hard, and it’s hard for them to get the word out and break 

into the market. They bring the beer in here and do tastings, and we try to support them the best we can.” 

Market Share 

 “Mexican beers are quite popular. I really enjoy kicking back at home with a Negra Modelo; it’s a really good beer.” 

 “We have nothing against imported beers; we’re just trying to go local. We sell craft beer exclusively; you can get 

them in bottles, cans, and on tap.” 

Changes 

 “In general around here, craft beers and imported beers are both doing well. I couldn’t really estimate how well they 

will do this year, but I do know that customers appreciate us buying local.” 

 

 

5) Bar manager, Nashville 

The beer world is pretty much divided into “craft” and “other” at this bar, which offers scores of mostly craft beers on a 

changing roster of drafts, bottles and cans. The source report selling more beer on draft than in bottles but selling 

enough Corona Extra and Victoria in bottles to keep it in stock. Corona is mostly a summer beer and just a small 

percentage of sales, down from a few years ago because of the shift to craft beers. 

Research Question 

 N/A 

Cans 

 “Cans are very trendy. They’re more popular than a year ago. We sell more draft than bottled, and about 20% of non-

draft is canned.” 
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 “Local breweries are canning their craft beers. Some use a mobile canning system that brings in the canning 

equipment when beer is ready to be canned.” 

 “As long as canning is done right, the beer taste stays the same. No light gets in. Cans are more environmentally 

friendly. And there’s no broken glass. You don’t want to take bottles with you when you’re on the water.” 

Market Share 

 “Corona sales have been flat for the last six months, and I expect it to continue the same for the next six months. We 

sell enough Corona to keep carrying it.” 

 “People who come here are looking for local craft beer. Our bottle sales are not so high.” 

 “We used to sell more Corona a couple of years ago. Demand for craft beer has exploded. Everyone is looking for the 

new thing.” 

 “Corona is a summer beer—something you drink sitting out on the patio in the sun or on a beach somewhere.” 

Changes 

 “Hoppier beers and IPAs are in right now.” 

 “Last year, the trend for breweries was hoppy beers with high alcohol contents. … Then the breweries realized you 

can only have one.” 

 

 

6) Supervisor at a Tex-Mex Restaurant, Nashville 

Corona Extra is the No.1 selling beer. Sales of Corona Extra, Corona Light and Modelo have not changed in the past six 

months and likely will not change in the short term. He does not sell Pacifico. 

Research Question 

 N/A 

Cans 

 “Cans are easier to work with. Our distributor tries to get us to buy cans, but our customers are used to longnecks 

and buckets.” 

 “The only canned beer we have is Tecate. We don’t have draft.” 

 “A lot of kids drink [SABMiller’s] Pabst Blue Ribbon in cans.” 

Market Share 

 “At one point, about 10 years ago, Bud Light was No. 1. Now Corona Extra is No. 1 in sales. We used to sell 50 cases 

a week of Bud Light and 10 of Corona, and now it’s the other way around.” 

 “Corona really hit it big with advertising. It all comes from those beach commercials with the bucket of beer.” 

 “The order in which we sell beers is Corona Extra, Corona Light, Dos Equis Lager, Dos Equis Amber, and Bud Light. 

Modelo’s down there somewhere. I don’t see demand for the top four getting soft.” 

 “We’re confined for space to store beer. If the distributors want me to try something new, I have to pull something 

else. We don’t change very often.” 

 “Price is not really an issue with our customers. A lot use credit cards.” 

Changes 

 N/A 

 

 

7) Bar manager at an ale house and sports bar in southeast Florida 

Corona in a bottle has a following. Corona Light draft was put on tap the week of the interview. Cans are less popular at 

bars and restaurants, but the can may be a good fit for convenience and grocery stores. 

Research Question 

 “Corona regular in the bottle is very popular. Anyone who comes in here and is a Corona drinker doesn’t care what 

the price is. That’s their brand. It continues to get new customers for the bottle.” 

 “I think the brand will grow.” 

Cans 
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 “Cans are a smarter way to go than glass in the grocery stores or 7-Eleven. You can just throw the can in the garbage 

and not worry about breakage. I think the cans are popular in those places. But here we sell way more Corona 

regular in the bottle.” 

 “The can should catch on.” 

 “In some bars at the beach or near a pool, the can would be better.” 

Market Share 

 “Corona does well especially down here because of all the commercials 

showing the bottle and beach.” 

 “[Corona’s] price probably hurts a little bit for getting new customers in our 

bar because the clientele is cheaper. But it doesn’t matter if you are in a 

upscale bar.” 

Changes 

 “We just got Corona Light on draft this week. I’ve been trying to push it, but 

it’s still new.” 

 “I think it will catch on once people know about it. But normally people buy draft because it is cheaper. The Corona 

Light draft is more expensive than the bottle, which is a little unusual. The bottle is $4.99, and a pint on draft is 

$5.95. Generally anyone who drinks Corona doesn’t care about price. 

 

 

8) Manager at a sports bar in Boynton Beach, FL 

Corona in the bottle remains popular at this sports bar and eatery. Cans are not available. Corona Light has just been 

installed on draft. Sam Adams and Sierra Nevada remain big sellers on draft. 

Research Question 

 “Corona has not leveled off. It’s very popular, mostly in the bottle for regular.” 

Cans 

 “We don’t sell it in the can, and even when we sell stuff in cans, we provide a glass.” 

 “I’ve seen Corona in a can at gas stations and convenience stores, but I don’t know how they are doing. Cans are 

generally more popular there [at retail]. Plus, a lot of places don’t let you bring in glass, like at the beach or at pools. 

Maybe that will help it.” 

 “I don’t think it’s too expensive.” 

Market Share 

 “I don’t really know about shelf space and cans at convenience stores.” 

Changes 

 “We just got Corona Light on draft. I’m letting people know about it, but it may take time to catch on. We have so 

many beers on draft.” 

 “The bottle is very popular. I don’t see it going away. Maybe it’s gotten more fans, at least at the bar.” 

 “Sam Adams and Sierra Nevada are very popular.” 

 “Craft beer just means it’s from a small brewery. There are so many of them, but none of the smaller breweries are 

more popular than others.” 

 

 

 

4) Industry Specialists 
All five sources expect Constellation’s beers to continue to grow and to become more popular at the expense of large U.S. 

brands. Cans also are gaining in popularity, particularly on convenience store shelves, and consumers are becoming more 

aware of the possible quality issues with glass bottled beer. Even more craft breweries are adopting canning. All five sources 

see growth in craft beers, particularly among millennials. 

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Research Question 

We just got Corona Light on 

draft this week. I’ve been trying 

to push it, but it’s still new. 

Bar Manager, Ale House & Sports Bar 

Southeast Florida 
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- All 5 sources expect Constellation to outperform the beer market. 

Cans 

- Cans are gaining popularity, particularly on convenience store shelves and for craft beers. 

- Bars are still slower to adopt cans. 

- There is a greater awareness of quality issues around bottled beer. 

- Craft beers are increasingly moving toward cans. 

Market Share 

- Constellation will continue to gain market share. 

- The large U.S. beer brands are the losers in market share as craft and imports continue to gain. 

Changes 

- All 5 see growth in craft beers. 

- Millennials want to support and work for smaller local businesses, which supports craft beer movement. 

 

 

1) Arthur Shapiro, editor, writer and publisher of the Booze Business blog and consultant to adult beverage companies 

Constellation’s Mexican beers will grow faster than the general beer market with the exception of craft beers, which are 

outperforming at an even higher rate. Still, the cachet of Mexican beers has gone unharmed by the advent of craft beers, 

which have taken a toll on megabrands. Some darker, richer Constellation brands like Negra Modelo should even get a 

boost from the growing interest in craft beers. In his columns, Mr. Shapiro has advised beer industry executives hostile to 

craft beers to “wake up and smell the malt”: Young people today tend to prefer wine and spirits to regular beer, but the 

explosion in craft breweries is drawing some back to beer. In the beer industry, retail likes cans for their stackability, 

which will give Constellation an advantage. 

Research Question 

 “Corona was the first brand to develop a ritual about how to drink it, with the slice of lime and so on. Modelo has a 

following and a popularity. I would not expect them to suffer; their market is not eroding like Miller, Coors and 

Anheuser-Busch. I think the brands will grow faster and outperform the non-craft beer category.” 

 “These beers are getting stronger and not showing any signs of weakening, which shows the importance of the 

Latino market.” 

Cans 

 “Cans are certainly an advantage for trade business in terms of breakage and stackability. The trade likes cans, and 

consumers like them in certain locations. So it would give [Constellation] brands an edge that way.” 

 “Bars are a different story. You’ll never see a can at a bar.” 

Market Share 

 “Mexican beers are more impervious to changes in the beer industry. They continue to have a cachet and will 

continue to grow robustly.” 

 “The beer industry is going through some significant shifts. First, consumers are getting more and more interested in 

craft brewing, and the growth there has been dramatic. It’s been going on for the last four to five years and is a clear 

trend that has hurt the monster brands. Mexican brands and other imports are more impervious to that.” 

 “It’s really a fundamental shift we’re seeing. You don’t have a company like InBev spending so much money at the 

Super Bowl just trying to punch a hole in the craft beers. I just have to ask, what took them so long? This has been 

going on over the last seven to eight years.” 

 “Probably the main competition to [Constellation] beers is Dos Equis.” 

Changes 

 “I don’t think the ratio of Mexican beers to other beers has changed that much over the last six months. It depends 

on the locale and the type of food.” 

 “I do think there’s a much bigger selection of beers in general though. We’re seeing more and more craft beers in the 

mix at mainstream bars. There’s more craft on tap too.” 

 “You still see the big brands too; you can’t run a bar without some variation of Budweiser. But there’s an opportunity 

now to make the selection a whole lot bigger.” 

 “Today about 35% of people drink wine and 36% drink beer. But what’s striking is that in 1992, 47% drank beer and 

27% drank wine. So beer has declined as wine’s popularity increased. Also, more young people prefer wine and 

spirits over beer.” 

http://www.boozebusiness.com/about
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 “If you look across alcohol, the wine business is steady. It’s a very important piece of the business. It’s sort of 

impervious to change.” 

 “What’s been happening is that in the ‘80s or ‘90s, beer was a substitute for spirits, and now spirits occasions have 

overtaken beer occasions. It has a lot of do with the cocktail culture.” 

 “Whiskey is attracting more consumers today. … Maybe Mad Men did for whiskey what Sex in the City did for 

cosmopolitans.” 

 “But craft beers are attracting more young people back to the beer business. It has created a dialog around taste 

and what’s in the bottle.” 

 “And it’s not just the young drinkers. If I’m drinking beer, I prefer an IPA, an ale, a hand-crafted product. As people 

get more accustomed to the richer, heavier taste of craft beers, to me, that says a darker [Constellation] brand like 

Negra Modelo will benefit from it.” 

 

 

2) Geoff Westapher, Former president/COO of six beer companies and a former Corona advisory board member 

Constellation’s Mexican beers have significant room for growth and will continue to outperform the market, at least for 

the short term. Corona is already well entrenched, and some of the other brands have spread to new demographics. The 

company has an enormous advantage in Bill Hackett, CEO of Crown Imports, the Constellation subsidiary that manages 

Grupo Modelo; he not only is a brilliant marketer but has the best relationship with beer distributors in the industry. Also, 

Constellation has its own glass factory, its pricing strategy is carefully considered and strategic, and its move to cans will 

make it more attractive to supermarkets and convenience stores. The popularity of craft beers is exacerbating the war 

over shelf space at retail store, but their threat is still limited because of craft breweries’ issues with market access and 

franchise laws. 

Research Question 

 “There is still a lot of room for growth above market rate [for Constellation]. 

Rather than being too pricey, [Constellation’s] pricing strategy is very well 

thought-out, and it reflects changes in the industry.” 

 “There’s room for growth for the other brands as well. Modelo Especial was 

declared the hottest brand in the industry [when Constellation took over 

Crown in 2012], and it’s still doing very well. There’s still a lot of upside 

there. It’s heavy into Hispanic culture, but it hasn’t yet crossed the line to 

other demographics the way Corona has. It found its way to Mexican 

nationals, and now it has spread to first-generation Mexicans.” 

 “Negra Modelo is … more fashionable and along the line of craft beer; it’s 

not surprising that millennials are showing interest in it. There’s a lot of 

upside there too. 

Cans 

 “Corona and [other Constellation beers] in cans? I can see them pull it off. 

One issue is the Corona bottle or glass with a lime in it; that’s a key 

marketing tool. I don’t know how that will play into it, but the [Constellation] marketing team is so good that I’m sure 

they’ll figure it out.” 

 “There’s much more interest in cans in the beer industry overall now than a year ago—it’s the fastest-growing 

packaging in the industry. I met with a small craft brewery the other day, and their cans were selling like crazy.” 

 “Corona and other beers can reach a saturation point after the six-bottle packs, the 12-packs, the 18-packs, and the 

24-ounce bottle singles. If you’re going to grocery stores and convenience stores, cans could give them an edge. The 

fight for shelf space is brutal, so anything that gives you an advantage is important.” 

 “Also, beer in cans makes it easier to have a presence on the beach. … Golf courses don’t want bottles either. Cans 

are a logical extension to draft beer on the premises.” 

 “But cans are still a small part of the business, and I expect it will stay less than 5% in the near future. The other side 

is when you think of Corona, you think of long-neck bottles—those bottles helped make it what it is today.” 

 “Heineken has not been able to crack the [can] market, from what I’ve seen. [Anheuser’s] Stella in cans has not 

been that successful.” 

There is still a lot of room for 

growth above market rate [for 

Constellation]. Rather than 

being too pricey, 

[Constellation’s] pricing 

strategy is very well thought-

out, and it reflects changes in 

the industry. 

Former President/COO, Six Beer 

Companies & Former Corona Advisory 

Board Member 

http://www.cbrands.com/node/885
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 “The brands seem to be priced right. And Bill Hackett and his team have the best relationship with distributors in the 

U.S. It’s amazing. He has always treated them fairly and respectfully, and they love him. Instead of laying off one 

underperforming team, for example, he sent out people to train them on better distribution, and that team later won 

an award for their performance.” 

Market Share 

 “Short term, Constellation Brands will continue to outperform the market. The brand itself is solid, and I see a 

tremendous upside. There’s definitely room to grow: Corona, Corona Light, Negra Modelo, Pacifico and Modelo have 

a long way to go.” 

 “I’m very bullish on the management. … Hackett has been in the industry since 1982, and he has developed a 

marketing message that is powerful and consistent. Corona’s ‘beach in a bottle’ commercials have been extremely 

successful.” 

 “Constellation also has an advantage in that it’s fully integrated. Among 

other things, it has bought its own glass factory.” 

Changes 

 “I haven’t seen a change in [Constellation] beers at the bar over the past six 

months.” 

 “In retail, we’re seeing the rise of thousands of craft beers, and in terms of 

shelf space, it’s a nightmare, a war at retail. It’s really tough to get shelf 

space right now.” 

 “Retail naturally tends to favor local brews. Local is the buzzword of brewing 

today. Craft beer’s goal is to be 20% of the market by 2020, but it may be 

difficult given the restrictive franchise laws.” 

 “Beer is the most or maybe the second most identifiable consumer product 

today. Not everybody can buy a Mercedes or spend $10,000 on a suit, but just about anyone can go into a bar and 

order the most expensive beer in the bar. People are using beers to say, ‘This is who I am; this is who I identify with.’” 

 “In terms of beer, imported beers account for 14% of consumption. The big boys are taking up most of the shelf 

space, but within the import category 45% to 50% of that is Constellation Brands.” 

 “When I was in college, I drank Bud, Coors and Schlitz, and that was about it. Now college students may drink 30, 

40, or 50 different types of beers, and Corona and Modelo [brands] are certainly in the mix. Millennials tend to drink 

according to occasion, so they probably drink Corona in the summer by the pool and maybe Heineken or Stella at a 

wedding.” 

 “I see a ramping up of European beers back to the states, now that the exchange rate is better for Europe.” 

 “The beer market in general is going down with the change in demographics, and some are going to China. But 45% 

of the world’s gross profits in beer is in North America. If you’re fishing, you need to stick with where the fish are.” 

 

 

3) Steve Holtz, online news director and beverage editor for the Convenience Store and Fuel News blog 

Constellation has strong beer brands and should outperform the market again this year. The large cans have a certain 

cachet, with 16-ounce and 24-ounce cans growing in popularity. The can packaging alone will not give Constellation an 

advantage in convenience stores, but the large singles and six-packs of cans could expand its footprint if well received by 

consumers. Mexican beer in general has grown in acceptance and popularity over the years and is doing better than 

European imports. The boom in craft beers—which are also outperforming the market—stems partly from millennials’ 

distrust of big business and preference for shopping at small, local companies. 

Research Question 

 “[Constellation] will outperform the market again this year. There is a lot of strength in those brands.” 

Cans 

 “I have not seen data on cans overall, but the 16- and 24-ounce cans are definitely more popular [than a year ago].” 

 “There is a certain cachet to the big cans. They used to be the cheap brands because they were such an easy grab 

and go, but it has spread [to more expensive brands].” 

 “Since there is not [a way to preserve the beers], the 24-ounce cans are likely to be consumed at one sitting.” 

 On whether cans will help Constellation in convenience stores: “If we’re talking about the packaging itself, no. But if 

it’s the packaging for the item you see flying off the shelves, that will work.” 

Constellation also has an 

advantage in that it’s fully 

integrated. Among other things, 

it has bought its own glass 

factory. 

Former President/COO, Six Beer 

Companies & Former Corona Advisory 

Board Member 

http://www.cspnet.com/profile/steve-holtz-0
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 “My knowledge of pricing is limited, but the [Constellation] pricing seems fair.” 

Market Share 

 “There has definitely been a greater acceptance of Mexican [beer] imports over the years. People used to be worried 

as to whether they were made with clean water, but they’ve gotten past that point. That may be why they’re growing 

faster than European imports.” 

 “Data shows that both craft beers and imported beers are outperforming the market.” 

Changes 

 Mr. Holtz commented on an industry survey of 15,000 convenience stores, 

100% of which reported customers “trading up” to craft or imported beers 

and other higher-priced items as a result of lower gas prices: “I think this 

trend actually goes back to 2008 when the economic crash happened. 

Analysts predicted that people would buy less expensive brands, but to their 

surprise that didn’t happen. It was a matter of people saying, ‘Well, I’ll buy a 

Toyota instead of a Lexus, but I can still pay for my favorite brand [of beer].’” 

 “I wrote an article called ‘Big Business Backlash’ recently after seeing news 

of layoffs at Anheuser-Busch, which is moving its headquarter from 

legendary St. Louis to New York, as well as large staff reductions at Coke 

and Pepsi. People have been talking for a while about soft drinks and 

premium beers in decline, but the layoffs indicated something is really going 

on here.” 

 “Typically people blame the soft sales of soda and premium beers on 

consumers’ desire for healthier products or more authentic flavors. But 

after doing some research and talking with a number of millennials, I’d say 

it also points to millennials’ distrust of big business.” 

 “There was a report on millennials that said they prefer smaller companies, 

local companies, and even prefer to work at smaller companies. And this 

means they are rebelling against beers that their father may have liked, 

beers like Budweiser, in favor of craft beers. This is really sticking in the 

craw of companies like Anheuser-Busch.” 

 “The big companies are trying to adapt by forming ‘better beer units’ and trying to differentiate their new beers from 

their everyday beers. They are also picking up some small breweries with the idea of maintaining small local 

operations. But consumers wonder, at what point is the taste of my favorite beer being watered down? Probably the 

best strategy [when buying small local breweries] is leaving these products in the hands of the people who created 

them.” 

 

 

4) Christian DeBenedetti, author of The Great American Ale Trail, editorial director for the Weekly Pint, and founder of a 

craft brewery in Oregon 

Craft beers and Constellation’s Mexican beers are on an upward trajectory, while macro brands like Budweiser, Miller and 

Coors are coasting downward. As baby boomers retire and Generation X and Y become more powerful in the market, this 

trend will only accelerate. In fact, at least one survey has found that 44% of consumers ages 21 to 27 have never tried a 

Budweiser. Mexican beers are known for their “quality and dependability,” but they have not made it to many of the 

smaller rural taverns and craft beer strongholds. Cans are extremely popular among craft beer companies, and 

Constellation’s addition of cans will make it easier for big retailers and convenience stores to display its brands. 

Research Question 

 “Like most, I’m aware of the [seeming] parallel growth in both [Constellation and craft beer] segments, and the long 

slow decline of macro brands.” 

Cans 

 “Craft beer consumers have really embraced the beer can. … Consumers are acting on the mostly accurate message 

that cans have the ability to contain high-quality beer, rather than on price—even though high-end craft beer 

consumers continue to have misgivings about BPA-lined cans.” 

There was a report on 

millennials that said they prefer 

smaller companies, local 

companies, and even prefer to 

work at smaller companies. 

And this means they are 

rebelling against beers that 

their father may have liked, 

beers like Budweiser, in favor 

of craft beers. This is really 

sticking in the craw of 

companies like Anheuser-

Busch. 

News Director & Beverage Editor 

Convenience Store & Fuel News Blog 

http://www.cspnet.com/print/csp-magazine/article/fluid-thoughts-blog-big-business-backlash
https://christiandebenedetti.wordpress.com/buy-the-book-2/
https://christiandebenedetti.wordpress.com/weekly-pint/
http://www.wsj.com/articles/budweiser-ditches-the-clydesdales-for-jay-z-1416784086
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 “I haven’t seen a lot more Modelo, Pacifico products on the road in taverns, etc., but then again, I tend to visit small 

local breweries and core craft beer establishments where imports from Mexico just aren’t on the radar, much less 

the tap row.” 

 “I do think having Constellation products in cans plays into the convenience/big-box retailer angle since they are 

more easily displayed, etc.” 

 “The word is really getting out that clear and green glass bottles are terrible for the taste of beer, to the extent that 

global brands like [SABMiller’s] Pilsner Urquell are even switching to brown glass.” 

Market Share 

 “Constellation’s growth reflects, in some sense, the nation’s changing population statistics, and perhaps the appeal 

of Corona’s ‘find your beach’ campaign. [And] I know craft is riding a 20-year wave of one-by-one conversions by 

brand-conscious influencers and Generation X/Y becoming market forces as all the boomers retire.” 

 “Certainly young drinkers are entering a post-BMC era. I read 44% of a recent survey group aged 21 to 27 had never 

tried a Budweiser. Anecdotally at least, I’ve observed canned brands like Modelo Especial are seen as an affordable 

alternative to Bud/Miller/Coors.” 

 “As for the higher prices certain Constellation and similar imports command, the informed consumer knows that 

those are imports, first of all, and that a brown bottle with foil capsule like Negra Modelo connotes a bit of quality or 

heritage, if not American ‘craft beer’ quality or, of course, flavor intensity, which is what generally drives the craft 

consumer over price. Of course, no one wants to see aggressive price jockeying in craft beer, but it’s bound to start 

happening.” 

 “Mexican beers have a reputation for quality and dependability, refreshment, whereas imports from, say, Germany, 

seem authentic. For whatever reason, there’s not a great deal of craft beer being marketed to or consumed in 

Hispanic or other U.S. minority communities at this time, which is surprising given the changing population.” 

 “Conversely, large Mexican beer companies might do well to look at the changing bar tab of American beer drinkers, 

which are evolving at an amazing rate.” 

 

 

5) Abbey Lewis, Executive Editor, CSP Business Media 

Imported Mexican beers from Constellation Brands will outperform the market. Two of its Mexican beer brands – Corona 

Extra and Model Especial -- are already among the top 10 most popular beers in the U.S., and Hispanic consumers have 

more marketing muscle than ever, with spending that has increased 200% since the 2000. Hispanics are a younger 

demographic, representing nearly a quarter of all Americans ages 6 to 34, and about half of them are in the prime 

drinking age. They also drink more imported beer than any other group (34% vs. 28% of the total population). Millennials 

are also a large potential market because of their yen for bold and/or international flavors and trying new things. 

Constellation Brands should have no trouble moving to the can – Tecate has already led the way – and the smaller 

footprint will make them more attractive to convenience stores. 

Research Question 

 “I would expect [Constellation Brands Mexican beer] brands to outperform, especially considering that the Hispanic 

consumer has increased their spending more than 200% since 2000. That spending power is projected to surpass 

$1.7 trillion by 2017.” 

Cans 

 “Cans are absolutely more popular than they were a year ago. Any trip to a convenience store or liquor store cooler is 

evidence of that. Obviously, our top brands have been available in cans for a long time. But now, the craft beer 

industry has embraced the can and almost made it "cool" again. The can's cache is absolutely on trend.” 

 On Corona and Modelo beers pulling off the move to cans: “I think it’s a natural fit. Take a look at Tecate, also a 

Mexican import. It lives at #24 in the top 100 brands. This budget beer is primarily available in the can. I think the 

more popular brands of Corona and Modelo would do very well - especially in a smaller format, convenience-store 

setting where stacking-type displays and other merchandising options are welcome due to their smaller footprints.”  

Market Share 

 “Almost 25% of Americans ages 6 to 34 are Hispanic, the latter half of which are prime drinking age. This group of 

people also drinks more imported beer than any other group; this includes your Corona, Modelo, Pacifico, etc. As of 

August, when I wrote “C-Store Meets Cerveceria” [for Convenience Store Products magazine], Corona Extra was #5 in 

the top 100 beer brands according to IRI, outperforming stalwarts like Heineken, Stella Artois and even Pabst. “ 

http://allaboutbeer.com/article/pilsner-urquell-returns-brown-bottles/
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 “In the top 25 beers alone, 4 of those spots belonged to a Mexican "import." I can't see this momentum slowing 

down.” 

 “It's also important to take into consideration the Millenniul consumer. If we take a cue from the foodservice 

industry, it's clear that this demographic enjoys bold flavors, international flavor profiles and trying new things. This 

plays well for Constellation's Mexican beer portfolio. Many of these consumers are looking for something different 

than what their parents, for example, drank. And while many will still turn to those top brands such as Coors Light, 

Bud Light and Miller Lite, many will pick up something a little different.” 

 “Constellation Brands are performing well, with two among the top 10 beer brands: Corona Extra and Modelo 

Especial. [According to IRI], in August of 2014, Corona Extra, for example, had earned $8,319,752, which was up 

1.9% over a year ago, about $152,258.  Modelo Especial, which owned the #10 spot in that list, earned 

$3,697,624, a 20.0% increase over the previous year, or $617,260. That is the highest percentage increase of ANY 

brand in the top 25.”  

 “The only brands that really outperformed that increase in the entire top 100 list were, at the time, hard cider 

brands.” 

 “As far as C-stores go, imports are the third most profitable beer segment, behind domestic premium and domestic 

sub-premium brands, earning $2,916,153,851, with a 8.4%, [increase], or $227,053,001 over the previous year.” 

 “In 2012, 16% of Americans 6 and older identified as Hispanic or Latino, up from 14% in 2006, according to 

Experian.  And according to Mintel, Hispanics drink more imported beer than any other ethnicity (34% vs. 28% of 

total population).  

 “And while Latinos most frequently buy adult beverages at liquor and wine stores (48%), according to Technomic, 

they are more likely than the overall population to purchase at other types of retail outlets such as convenience 

stores (19% vs. 14%).” 

 “Of course, this [includes]  other beer imports, but if we keep in mind that some of the top beer brands belong to 

Mexican imports, it's safe to say that much of these sales are owed to those brands. In general, Mexican imports are 

the #1 import, at $609,369,048 and a 9.2% increase. The next top imports are European, Dutch and Belgian 

imports.” 

 

 

 

5) Mobee Data Set 
Welcome to our new data analysis store checks through a partnership with Mobee, an app through which consumers give 

input on businesses they frequent. For this data set, Mobee assigned 11 questions about Constellation beer brands and 

other beers in stock; for this report we focused on four questions pertaining to brands in stock, brand facings, availability of 

cans, and shelf share. From Jan. 24 to Feb. 16, Mobee received inputs from customers at 170 stores nationwide, comprising 

63 Kroger locations, 34 Walmart locations, 42 Safeway locations, and 31 Target locations. Constellation beer brands were 

the most in stock at Kroger, but Walmart and Safeway had the most Constellation beer brand facings. Corona Extra, Corona 

Light and Modelo were the primary Constellation brands, and Corona Extra and Modelo had the most store facings. Modelo 

was Constellation’s top in-store canned beer. Corona Extra had the most shelf space in 7.56% of all visited stores, and held 

dominant shelf space mostly in Walmart and Safeway. 

 

 

1. Constellation Brands in Stock: Look for specific Constellation brands in the beer aisle or section. They may be located on 

the shelf in an aisle or on a separate display or endcap. Results show the percentage of the particular beer in stock in the 

various stores. Ex: 59.52% of Safeways in this sample have Pacifico in stock. 

http://www.getmobee.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mobee-earn-cash-secret-shopping/id506048732?mt=8
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2. Constellation Beer Brand Facings Average: How many facings of specific Constellation beer brands are there on the 

shelf? 
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3. Cans Available at Location: Are specific Constellation beer brands available in cans at this location? 

 
 

4. Largest Share of Shelf: Which of the following brands of beer have the largest section on the shelf, i.e., which brand 

occupies the most amount of space on the shelf? 
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5. Throughout all stores, Corona Extra and Corona Light were the most in-stock Constellation beer brands, followed by 

Modelo, Negra Modelo and Pacifico. (Q1) 

 Kroger stores had the highest number of Constellation beer brands in stock. 

 Walmart carried the fewest number of Constellation beer brands compared with the other three stores, but had 

Corona Extra and Corona Light in stock in all stores and Modelo in most stores. 

 Modelo was in stock in roughly 92.44% of stores, with Target having the least in stock. 

 

6. Corona Extra (7.46) had the most store facings, followed by Modelo (4.29) and Corona Light (3.96). (Q2) 

 These four stores have an average of 19.31 Constellation beer brand facings.  

 Pacifico has the fewest number of facings per store compared with the other Constellation beer brands. 
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7. Walmart had the most Constellation beer brand facings. (Q2) 

 Walmart had an average of 22.59 Constellation beer brand facings, with one store containing 62 facings of Corona 

Extra.  

 Safeway had an average of 21.06 Constellation beer brand facings. 

 Kroger has an average of 18.94 Constellation beer brand facings. 

 Target has an average of 13.28 Constellation beer brand facings. 

 

8. Among Constellation beers, we noticed cans mostly for Modelo, followed by Corona Light and Corona Extra. We noted a 

minimal number of Negra Modelo cans and no Pacifico cans. (Q3) 

 Kroger carried the most canned Constellation beer brands, followed by Walmart. 

 

9. Corona Extra had the most shelf space in 7.56% of all visited stores, and held dominant shelf space mostly in Walmart 

and Safeway. (Q4) 

 Corona Extra enjoyed its greatest share of shelf space in Safeway and Walmart.  

 Corona Extra had the second most dominant share of beer shelves in Walmart, the third most in Safeway, and fifth 

overall out of all beers. 

 

 

Secondary Sources 

These five secondary sources focused on the rising popularity of cans and of Constellation’s Modelo. 

 

 

Cans’ Rising Popularity 
The following three articles highlighted craft beers improving consumers’ perception of canned beer, cans offering more 

benefits than bottles, cans accounting for more sales than bottles in 2012, and a rising trend of mobile canning for craft 

breweries. 

 

Feb. 7 Fortune article 

Craft brewers are changing the association of cheap beer with cans. Cans are more easily shipped than bottles, provide 

more room for art and messages, are better at guarding the beer from light, and are more practical for multiple 

situations. 

 “Eighty years ago, the beer industry had a breakthrough. The Gottfried Krueger brewery in Richmond, Va, working 

with the American Can Co., was the first beer maker to put beer in a can—and it was an immediate and 

overwhelming success.” 

 “These days, cans are less associated with fine beer—and generally thought of as the container of choice for brands 

like Bud Light and Pabst Blue Ribbon. But as craft breweries expand their footprint and distribution boundaries, the 

can is making a comeback.” 

 “That’s largely thanks to one brewer: Colorado’s Oskar Blues, which began shipping its Dale’s Pale Ale in cans in 

2002.” 

 “Today, there are 1,854 beers available in cans, according to CraftCans.com, encompassing 96 styles of beer. And 

the number’s likely to continue to grow.” 

 “For one thing, it’s more economical. Breweries can ship 100 cases of canned beer per pallet, compared to 60 cases 

of bottles. They offer more room for art and messaging. And because they offer better seals and guard their contents 

from light, the beer won’t go skunky.” 

 “And because they’re lighter and don’t shatter, they’re a more practical choice for several situations.” 

 

Jan. 23 Fox 46 Carolinas article 

In 2012, canned beer accounted for 53% of market sales, surpassing bottled beer’s 37%. 

 “The first beers ever sold in a can were Krueger’s Finest Beer and Krueger’s Cream Ale, hitting shelves in Richmond, 

Va. In 1935. The cans were popular and quickly sold out.” 

http://fortune.com/2015/02/07/craft-beer-cans/
http://www.myfoxcarolinas.com/story/27925316/the-beer-can-turns-80-this-weekend-celebrate-by-cracking-open-a-cold-one
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 “Drinkers reported that the canned brew tasted more like draft beer than when served in bottles. It was believed 

back then that light could not penetrate aluminum like it does with a glass container. Cans also required no deposit 

and could be returned to the store for a refund. In a poll of 2,000 Krueger drinkers, canned beers received a 

whopping 91 per cent approval rating.” 

 “Fast forward to today. In 2012, canned beer sales accounted for 53 percent of all market share, trumping bottled 

beer sales which accounted for about 37 percent. The convenience and portability of a relatively lightweight drinking 

vessel apparently can’t be beat.” 

 

Feb. 6 Springfield News-Leader article 

Mobile canning is a growing trend that is feeding off small craft breweries lacking the capacity to can their own beer. 

 “[John] Lundman is a partner and head of Missouri operations for Mother Road Mobile Canning, a mobile canning 

service with locations in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and Springfield.” 

 “Although on this day he’s canning mead, mobile canning is a growing trend in the craft brewing world.” 

 “Mobile Canning of Colorado canned the first beer from a mobile operation in 2011 and the concept "has grown very 

rapidly since then," said Pat Hartman, co-founder of Mobile Canning Systems in Longmont, Colorado, a leader in the 

industry.” 

 “There are several benefits to the business owner, said Lundman. First, they don’t have to put up the capital 

investment in the equipment and don’t have to train or hire new employees.” 

 “‘If you don’t have equipment, you have increased capacity to make alcohol and more space to store it,’ said 

Lundman.” 

 “Cans allow a smaller brewery to expand its market and compete on the shelf at a grocery store, said Lundman.” 

 “And there are places where glass is not welcome, said Jeff Schrag, founder of Mother’s Brewing Company.” 

 “Even though Mother’s Brewing Co. has its own bottling line, it hired the mobile canning business last July to run a 

line of cans for Mother’s. The product sold out, and Schrag said he will do it again this April.” 

 “Missouri’s laws against glass on public bodies of water is one of the main reasons the owners at Leaky Roof 

Meadery decided to use cans instead of bottles, said founder and general manager Todd Rock.” 

 “The process is simple, Mother Road shows up, rolls out the equipment, gets set up and hooks up to the brewery’s 

finishing tanks. The mobile line has the ability to process 35-40 cans a minute.” 

 “There are three options when it comes to cans. A brewery can order its own cans, which can be stored at Mother 

Road’s warehouse until it’s time to process them.” 

 “For smaller orders, a company can order shrink wrap or pressure sensitive labels.” 

 “The other option is after cans are sealed, a pressure sensitive labeling machine adheres a custom printed sticker to 

the face of the can.” 

 “An average job lasts two days from start to finish, but larger orders will take longer, said Lundman.” 

 “While there are mobile canning operations popping up all over the country, only one or two dozen markets are 

taken, so there’s plenty of room for growth.” 

 “Lundman has canned in Springfield, Buffalo, Columbia and is negotiating with breweries in St. Louis and Kansas 

City.” 

 

 

Modelo’s Rising Popularity 
The following two articles discussed shipments of Modelo doubling between 2008 to 2013, and Modelo switching ad 

agencies to Ogilvy & Mather Chicago, which thinks Modelo is an untapped brand. 

 

Dec. 22, 2014, USA Today article 

Shipments of Modelo more than doubled from 2008 to 2013. Major U.S. brands have taken a hit during this period, but 

craft brews, wine, spirits and Mexican brands Dos Equis and Modelo Especial have grown in popularity. 

 “The recent drops in beer sales have been especially pronounced at many of the nation’s top brewers. Total 

shipments of both Anheuser-Busch InBev and MillerCoors have slumped as several of their major brands have lost 

substantial market share. According to data provided by Beer Marketer’s Insights, American sales of seven major 

brands, including Budweiser, declined by more than 20% between 2008 and 2013.” 

http://www.news-leader.com/story/news/business/2015/02/06/exploring-mobile-canning-breweries/22953845/
http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/business/2014/12/21/beers-americans-no-longer-drink/20423613/
http://www.foxnews.com/leisure/2015/02/06/americas-fastest-growing-beer-brands-are-all-foreign/
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 “Several other products were also gaining at the expense of big brand-name beers, Shepard noted. While some 

customers have been moving to wine and spirits, others were switching to imported beer, particularly Mexican 

imports. Indeed, in the five years through 2013, shipments of Mexican brands Dos Equis and Modelo Especial more-

than doubled. Similarly, [Eric Shepard, executive editor at Beer Marketer’s Insights] added, ‘Some [drinkers] are 

moving to craft (beer). Clearly, there’s been a trade-up in the industry.’” 

 

Dec. 5 Chicago Tribune article 

The Modelo brand had a huge advertising push last year and recently switched to Ogilvy & Mather Chicago. The ad 

agency views Modelo’s market potential as untapped given its authenticity. 

 “Ogilvy & Mather Chicago is popping beer caps after being named to head up advertising for Corona Light and 

Modelo Especial beginning in January.” 

 “Corona Light and Modelo Especial are part of the Chicago-based Constellation Beer Brands portfolio, and are 

among the most popular imported beer brands in the U.S. Advertising for the brands was previously led by San 

Francisco-based Goodby, Silverstein & Partners.” 

 “Corona Light is the top imported light beer brand and No. 5 among all imported beers, while fast-growing Modelo 

Especial has become the No. 2 imported beer in the U.S., according to IRI, a Chicago-based market research firm. 

Michael McGrew, a spokesman for Constellation Beer Brands, said there was room to grow both brands, but saw a 

huge opportunity for Modelo Especial, which has been marketed mostly to Hispanic consumers.” 

 “‘We see tremendous upside potential for Modelo Especial, particularly with the general market,’ McGrew said. 

‘We’re trying to be aggressive in realizing the full potential of this brand.’” 

 “Corona Light spent about $7 million and Modelo Especial nearly $22 million on measured media in the U.S. last 

year, according to Kantar Media. Ad spending was up more than 60 percent for both brands through the first six 

months of 2014.” 

 “The Modelo brand offers even greater untapped potential, he said.” 

 “‘On the Modelo side, the growth has been incredible and still feels like a sleeping giant, because it’s just a brand 

that is dripping with authenticity,’ [Ogilvy & Mather President Lee] Newman said. ‘It’s an exciting opportunity.’” 

 “Constellation Beer Brands is the No. 3 beer company in the U.S., with six of the top 20 imported brands, including 

top-selling Corona Extra. Other brands include Negra Modelo, Pacifico, Tsingtao and Victoria.” 

 

 

 

Additional research by Carolyn Marshall, Diana Hembree and Kathleen Carlson. 
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